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Abstract
The relationship between a lossy communication net and the
linear graph is accomplished by the introduction of a basic saturated cut
set. By knowing the existence of these cut sets, the relationship between
terminal capacities is established: For any vertices i, j, and k, then
either t.. > t . or t. . > t., where t is the source terminal capacity — i j ---kj lj - lk pq
which is the maximum flow at the source vertex in order to receive the
maximum flow at q and t is the sink terminal capacity which is the maxi--PQ
mum flow that can be received at q when the maximum flow is sent from p to q„ 
The property analogous to the S-submatrix property in the lossless case is 
also obtained. All results given reduce to known results when the loss of 
every edge becomes zero. This includes the maximum flow-minimum cut theory
lof Ford and Fulkerson which is applicable only in the lossless case.
Introduction
The problem of analysis of lossy communication nets was recently 
introduced by Fujisawa [l]. Such a net has an associated oriented graph in 
which two weights are given to each edge or branch: One is capacity and the
other is efficiency. It is clear that lossy communication nets are models 
for practical systems and that theory is therefore important. This paper 
gives general properties of lossy communication nets and shows the similarity
of lossless communication nets.
2Concepts and Definitions
The two weights given to each edge of the oriented graph for a 
lossy communication net are capacity and efficiency a [or loss factor 
(1-a)] with 0 < a < 1. Thus if flow ^  enters edge b which is less than or 
equal to the capacity of the edge and whose orientation agrees with the 
orientation of the edge, then the flow through the edge is a ^  and the loss 
of flow is (l-a)^.
In the discussion to follow, the following symbols are used:
bP
bP
CP
aP
or b —  edge
(U,V) or b(U,V) —  edge connected from vertex U to vertex V 
whose orientation is from U to V.
branch capacity of edge b^ 
efficiency of edge b^ 
or ^  —  flowr
^(bp) or ^(bp) —  a flow assigned to edge b
S. . or S —  cut set ij
g —  subnet or subgraph
G —  net or graph
s .. or s —  semi cut ij
P
A number of definitions are essential to the discussion to follow:
Definition 1: Suppose S is a cut set in a graph G. Let g and g0 be the■ X z
separated subgraphs obtained from G by deleting all edges in S. Then g^ and 
g^ are called the corresponding subgraphs of S. Let vertex i be in g^ and
3vertex j be in g . Then S . . indicates a cut set which separates vertices i 2 x J
and j .
Definition 2: Let S . . be a cut set and g, and g_ be the corresponding sub-------------  ij 1 2
graphs of S where i e gn and j 6 g„. Then s.. is a subset of S.. such that1 2  ij ij
s.j = {b(u,v)|b e s.j, u e gx, v € g2j Cl)
Similarly, s . is a subset of S .. such that ' Ji ij
sji = {b(U,V)|b e S±j, V £ gl, U € g2] (2)
s and s . are called semi-cuts of S... Notice that s.. a s.. = 0  andij Ji ij iJ Ji
s . . v s . • = S . ..
ij Ji IJ
Definition 3 ; V[s(C)] and V[s(aC)] indicate the values of semi-cuts defined
as
V[s (C)] = S C b e s q 
q
(3)
V[s(ac) ] = S  a C 
b e s ^ 3
q
(4)
Because of existence of loss of flow in edges in lossy nets, we 
will discuss the way of assigning flow i  to a net. Let P = “^ b ^ b ^  . . . jb^j 
be a directed path in a lossy net from vertex i to vertex j. We will assign
_ (p)a flow w  to b (p=l,2,...,k) as follows:
ij p
(p)
* (bl ) ^ i j ' ^ V  (5)
Under the condition that, ^(b ) must satisfy
«(b ) < C - *  (b ) for p=l,2,...,k p — p o p (6)
4where ^  (b ) (p=lf2,...k) is the flow which had been assigned to b pre- o p 7 7 p
viously. This is called assigning flow ^  to a directed path P. Let P-^ ,
P , ...,P be the all possible directed paths from vertex i to vertex j in
net N. Then we can assign flows , . . . to P . P  ..... and Pij 9 lj 3 ' ij , r  2' 3 k
k (p)respectively in order to assign this total flow . = S  . Also it is
p=l
clear that any flow ^  . assigned to net N can be broken into flowsiJ
(2) (k)^  , ..., and ^  which are assigned to P ^ P  ,... and Pk respectively.
For convenience, we say that assigning flow . to N means that we
k
are assigning flow^f^, where ^  to directed paths P ,P .....ij 9 p=l ij i,r 1’ 2’ ’
and P which are from vertex i to vertex j in N. Depending on the values of 
^ k
^. ^ ¡/(k), total flow = 2  will be different. However,
for any given N which consists of finite number of edges with finite branch
capacity of each edge, there will exist a largest total flow ^  which is 
finite.
Basic Saturated Cut Sets
Ford and Fulkerson [6] show that in the case of a lossless communi­
cation net
t. . = Min -fv[s. . (C) ] all possible S. X
i j  l  i J  i j J
(7)
However, in the case of a lossy communication net, this is no longer true.
When all a = 1  the net becomes lossless. Hence any property of lossy net P
which is dependent on a's will be closely related to that of a lossless net. 
We will next show that there exists a cut set in a lossy net which determines
the maximum flow.
5Theorem 1: Let N be a lossy communication net. Suppose flow ^  from vertex---------  ij
i to vertex j has been assigned to N. If there exists no cut set S.. suchij
that
s  ^(b ) = V[s.. (C)] b € s **r ij (8)
then there exists a direct path from i to j such that an additional flow 
*  > 0 can be assigned.
Proof: Let N* be a net obtained from N by deleting every edge b whose
assigned flow ^(b) is equal to the branch capacity C of the edge. Since
there exists no cut set S.. such thatij
2  ^(b ) = V[s „ . (C)]b € s ; r ij >
r ij
then N* is connected and at least one directed path P = jb^b, 
in N'. Hence, we can assign flow ^  to N if
< min {Cl - W ,  - 4 - 2
c„- *  (b2) ck - *o(bk)
9 ’
n a
m=l
■}
m
(9)
> \ ] is
(10)
where ^  (b ) is the flow which has been assigned to edge b in N, 
o p '  P
Definition 4: Cut set S.. is said to be saturated or S.. is a saturated cut ----------- - ij ij
set with a flow . assigned to N if ij
2  *(b ) = V[s.. (C)]b € s. . r ijr ij (ID
It is clear from Theorem 1 that if there exists a saturated cut set S. .ij
with a flow ^  has been assigned to N, it is impossible to assign additional
flow . to N. ij
6Definition 5: A saturated cut set S.. is said to be a basic or S is a------------  iJ ij
basic saturated cut set with a flow . assigned to N ifij
b j  s.. * < V  = °  t Ji
(12)
Let P^,P2,..., and P^ be the all possible directed paths from
i to j in N. Suppose S.. is a basic saturated cut set with flow ^
1J k iJ
assigned to N, then it is clear that we can write ^  . =-Z) where
(P) 1J P=1 iJ . is a flow assigned to P for p=l,2,„..,k such that ij p * 9 x 9
= 0 for all p which contains at least two ij edges in j . (13)
Definition 6 : Let g and g^2 be the corresponding subgraphs of cut set
(p) (2)S.. for p=l,2, where vertex i € g Then if g z> g , we say that S..
1J pJ- 12 22 1 j
follows s(1) or sfV leadsij iJ ij
Theorem 2: For a lossy communication net N, there exists at least one flow
assigned to N such that there exists at least one basic saturated cut
set S.. in N with this flow, ij
Proof: Suppose there exists no such flow. Among all possible flows which
can be assigned to N, let j- be the set of all possible flows each
of which is maximum flow we can assign to N. Then by Theorem 1, any flow
in . i- assigned to N will produce at least one saturated cut set.1. . L
ij ( *)Among those flows in -j^ . . L  let ^  be the flow such that assigning itij ij
to N produces a minimum number k of saturated cut sets as shown in Fig. 1
where k > 1 by Theorem 1. Let £? be the saturated cut set such that there 
is no saturated cut set which follows S S i n c e  is not a basic saturated 
cut set by assumption, there exists a path P^ from i to j which contains
7be
(pi> (P >
more than one edge in S, and > 0 of ^  ^  q has been assigned
1 h i  h i  (a) xij
to P in order to assign ^  to N. Notice that flow ^  has already 
1 ij ij
been assigned to N in Fig. 1. Let b = (v v') be the edge which is the first
(P1}edge in S appearing in the edge sequence corresponding to P . Let ^  (b )
1 (P^ iJ
the flow assigned to b^  ^when ^  is assigned to Because there is
ij
no saturated cut set which follows S , there must be at least one path P'
(P1}from v' to j in N such that we can assign a flow € where &  (b1>>€ > 0.
1 ij
Let P" be the path from v ’ to j which is part of P . By assigning flow
(p,) (Px> <Pl>^  (b ) - € to P" rather than ^  , we have the same flow ^  from i
1ij 1 ij ij
to in N. However, is no longer saturated because flows assigned to 
all edges except b1 in P^ which are also in are reduced. This modifi­
cation of assigning flow to N- does not change the flow into i. Thus, 
this flow must be in \ . The number of saturated cut sets in N
xij 1 ijJ
by assigning is less than that by assigning ^  which contradict the
1±j ij
assumption that ^  assigned to N gives minimum number of saturated cut sets
ij
Thus, k=0. By Theorem 1, there exists at least one saturated cut set if 
>Er is maximum. Thus, there must be a maximum flow which can be assigned
ijto N and which produces at least: one basic saturated cut set. Q.E.D.
Terminal Capacities and Terminal Matrices
Definition 7: A maximum flow . from i to j which can be assigned to a net------------  ij
N in order to receive the maximum flow at j is called a source terminal 
capacity symbolized by t . The maximum flow which will be received at 
vertex j when ^  is assigned to N is called a sink terminal capacity 
symbolized by _t .
Let (b r ,.,b ) be the edges connected to vertex j whose orientationi. K
is to j. Then when . is assigned to N in order to receive maximum flow atij
3,
k
t. . = 2  a ^(b ) -ij r=1 r r (15)
For any vertices i^ j, and k in a lossy communication net N, the 
source and sink terminal capacities between i, j, and k have the following 
relationship:
Theorem 4: For any vertices i, j, and k, either t . > t, . or t.. > t , » ----------  3 3 3 - x j ---kj ij - lk
In order to prove this theorem, we define the following:
Definition 8: When a maximum flow ^  is assigned to N, which produces a
basic saturated cut set S „ w e  say that S.. is a basic saturated cut setij
under t . .. ij
Proof: Let S. . be a basic saturated cut set under t„ . and g., and g.„ be ----- ij ij il i2
the corresponding subgraphs of S . . where i e g. and j € g. . Let S., beij 12
a basic saturated cut set under t„, and g, , and g, „ be the correspondinglk kl k2
subgraphs of S where k € g and i 6 g . Also let S be a basicIK Kl .KJ
saturated cut sfet under t , and g and g^2 be the corresponding subgraphs
of S, . where k 6 g... and j e g.„« kj jl j2
9Case 1: Vertex k e g , .  There are two situations to consider here which------  ll
are either j € gk2 or J * gk2-
Case 1-A: When j 6 gk2. Then either i e g.2 or i £ g ^  as shown in Fig.
2(a) and (b) . For i € g.,s S. . and S. . must be basic saturated cut setsjl} «j ij
under t . Thus, kj
t. . = t -ij ~kj (16)
For i X  S j may or may not be a basic saturated cut set under t^.
Thus,
t „ . > t, .- l j ---kj (17)
Case 1-B: When j / g, 0, we have the situations which are either i £ g_.n or-------  K2 J 1
i g^T, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) . For i 6 j^2, must be a basic'j*
saturated cut set under t. .. Thus,kj '
t = t -ij "kj (18)
For i ft g-2, ®ij need not be a basic saturated cut set under t ^ . Hence,
t . . = t “ ij “kj (19)
Case 2: Vertex k € g . We only need to consider the case when g c  g.0
Thus either j 6 gfc2 or j /  gk2* Suppose j ^ gk2 as shown in Fig. 4. Then
S need not be a basic saturated cut set under t., . Thus,lk ’ij
t. . > t., ij - ik (20)
If i e g S «j .must; be:a basic saturated cut set under t . Thus, J k2 ij 1K
t. . = t.. lj ik (21)
10
It is important to notice that in the case of lossless communication
nets, t . = t . .. Thus the above theorem becomes 
' -1J iJ
t. . > min (t._., t, .) (22)
ij - ik' kj
which is known as a triangular relationship p3,.4].
We next define the following matrices which are similar to the 
terminal (capacity) matrices for lossless communications nets.[2].
Definition 9 : A source terminal matrix T is defined as
T = [ t ] (23)
and a sink terminal matrix T is defined as
T = [ t .. ] (24)
“ IJ
where ii entries are undefined. Notice that even if lossy communication 
net is non-oriented, T and T may not be symmetric.
As we defined in the case of lossless communication net, we define a 
S-submatrix M of T by deleting either row i or column i of T for all i.
We also define a S-submatrix M of T in a similar way. We call M and M a 
pair of S-submatrices of T and T if row i of T is in M, row i of T is in 
M,and if column j of T is in M, column j of T is in M. With the above de­
finitions, we can obtain a property of a source and sink terminal matrices 
as follows.
Theorem 5: For any entries t and t in T and T, respectively, there exists
a pair of S-submatrices M and M of T and T such that
t is the largest in column p for all p in M, and — rp — 7
T is the largest in row q for all q in M.
11
Proof: Let S be a basic saturated cut set under t . Also let g , and-----  rs rs rl
g „ be the corresponding subgraphs of S where r e g  ^ and s e g Let Mr2 rs rl r2 —
and M be the pair of S-submatrices of T and T such that the rows in T and T 
which correspond to the vertices in g and the columns in T and T which 
correspond to the vertices in g are in M and M. By Case 1 of the proof of 
Theorem 4, we have
t— rs > 4 s for all k € g , rl (25)
and by Case 2 of the proof of Theorem 4,
trs for all k e gr2 (26)
Thus, the theorem is true for p=s and q=r.
Consider t where p e g , .  Let S be a basic saturated cut set of —rp rl rp
t If S need not be a basic saturated cut set under t , then g „ (whichrp rs rp* p2
is one of the corresponding subgraphs g , and g _ of S where p 6 g „) is api p2 rp p2
subgraph of g n. Thus, t > t, for all k e g , c  g , . On the other hand,r2 3 —r p ---kp rl pi 3
if S is a basic saturated cut set under t , we consider S rather than rs rp7 rs
S as a basic saturated cut set under t . Thenrp
t-rp ---kp
rp
for all k e g , rl (27)
Thus , t is the largest in column p for all p in M. The proof for t >3 — rp — qs —
for all k 6 g._ is almost the same as above case.
Notice that for the lossless case, Theorem 5 becomes the S-submatrices
conditions of terminal capacity matrices [5].
12
Conclusions
From the results given, we see that the theory of lossless communi­
cation nets becomes a special case of the theory of lossy communication 
nets. In the paper, the fundamental properties of lossy nets have been intro­
duced. There remain many unsolved problems, one of the most important being 
to determine the conditions for a matrix to be T or T of a lossy net. No 
simple method has been given for evaluating _t _  and t_. It is possible in
some lossy communication nets that a flow from i which is less than t. . canij
result in a flow which is equal to t,. at j. Hence,we can define t.. which-ij ij
indicates the minimum required flow at i in order to receive the flow equal
to t. . at i. Then it is easily seen that Theorem 4 will hold with t. . and -ij ij
t... Furthermore, if we define T = [t..] then Theorem 5 will hold with T -ij ’ iJ
and T.
Clearly, every theorem given is applicable to non-oriented lossy 
communication nets. However, some modifications must be made in the de­
finitions; for example, that given for the basic saturated cut set. If we 
restrict the problem to the non-oriented case, we can show that basic 
saturated cut sets S.. and S of t.. and t , respectively, will never crossij pq iJ pq’
each other, i.e., either g., c  g , or g., z> g _ where g., and g , are one of7 7 il pi il pi il pi
the corresponding subgraphs of S _  and S respectively. This property may 
help to solve some problems.
13
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Figure 1. Saturateci Cut Sets in a Net
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(b)
Figure 2. Location of Saturated Cut Sets 
when j € gk2 and g±2 c  gk2
Figure 3. Location of Saturated Cut Sets 
when j 4 gk2 and gi2 c  gkl
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. Location of Saturated Cut Sets
when gk2 <= Si2 and J 6 gk2
Figure 4
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